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Abstract
Most physicians dealing with Jehovah’s Witnesses (JWs) who refuse blood-based treatment are uncertain as to any obligation to educate patients where it concerns the JW blood doctrine itself. They often feel they must unquestioningly comply when demands are framed as religiously based. Recent discussion by dissidents and reformers of morally questionable policies by the JW organisation raise ethical dilemmas about “passive” support of this doctrine by some concerned physicians. In this paper, Part 2, I propose that physicians discuss the misinformation and irrationality behind the blood doctrine with the JW patient by raising questions that provide new perspectives. A meeting should be held non-coercively and in strict confidence, and the patient’s decision after the meeting should be fully honoured (non-interventional). A rational deliberation based on new information and a new perspective would enable a certain segment of JW patients to make truly informed, autonomous and rational decisions.
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1. Introduction
In the companion paper, Part 1, I suggested that physicians faced with ethical dilemmas related to treating Jehovah’s Witness (hereafter “JWs”) patients who refuse blood products should consider, not only the official position of the controlling religious organisation (Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society, hereafter “WTS”), but also dissident and reform views on the doctrine of blood refusal. A growing body of evidence from current and former members, supported by WTS publications, suggests that unethical practices, such as breaching JW patients’ confidentiality, are encouraged. According to dissidents the doctrine is based on inconsistent and contradictory teachings and policies, and Jehovah’s Witnesses are given misinformation and steered away from correct information and rational reasoning. Unless only marginally associated, they are well aware of the consequences of not holding to organisational policies and that their privacy is subject to invasion. It is likely that principles of patient autonomy and informed consent (or refusal) are compromised. The critical perspectives of dissidents and reformers suggest that the medical community’s supportive attitude towards the blood doctrine should be reconsidered.

Recently, Savulescu3 questioned the attitude of physicians who accept patients’ decisions without making their own moral judgments. He proposed the notion of “rational non-interventional paternalism” which recommends that physicians form conceptions of what is best for their patients and argue rationally with them. This approach to ethical decisions retains the old-style paternalist’s commitment to deciding what is, all things considered, best for the patient, but rejects compelling the patient to adopt that course. More recently, Savulescu and Momeyer3 argued that informed consent should be based on rational beliefs. They used the case of JW’s refusal of blood transfusions as an example of choice based on irrational beliefs. They further argued that if physicians are to respect patient autonomy and help patients choose and act rationally, they must not only provide information but should care about the theoretical rationality of their patients. They proposed that physicians act as “critical educators” and concluded that a physician’s failure so to act would ultimately be viewed as abandoning patients to “autonomy-destroying theoretical irrationality”.

In this paper I will expand on this argument and propose that medical professionals familiarise themselves with the inherent flaws of the blood doctrine, and provide JW patients with new perspectives and rational reasoning by posing a few simple questions which can be presented in “non-interventional” fashion and without outside pressure. These questions may enable patients to view their doctrine from new perspectives and
give them a chance to make a more informed, autonomous and rational decision.

2. Ethical dilemmas
Jehovah’s Witness patients who refuse life-saving blood transfusions may not only be irrational, as Savulescu and Momery argue, but may also be misinformed, misguided and, to some degree, coerced, according to the information, based on direct knowledge and experience, provided by dissidents and reformers. Knowing the basis for the blood doctrine and how it is enforced, physicians face this question: should we ignore this information and respect the patient’s decision, no matter how irrational and misguided we think he/she might be, or should we pursue in-depth discussion to encourage a rational and truly autonomous decision? I argue that the latter course should be taken so far as circumstances permit. Physicians may not be in the position of judging the validity of religious doctrine in an ultimate sense, but they should still examine the rationality and morality of decisions their patients make. I will first discuss reasons why physicians should explore further.

ARE JWS TRULY “INFORMED”? 
It is established practice to discuss procedures and treatments with patients and disclose all benefits, risks and alternatives in order to obtain an informed consent. It is uncommon to discuss the basis for a patient’s decision, out of a desire not to infringe upon patient autonomy and privacy, or as in this case, religious freedom. The question I present here is whether we should leave the patient’s decision unchallenged if there is evidence that it is based on misinformation or information-control enforced by covert or, in some cases, overt coercion.

DO JWS TRULY HAVE “AUTONOMY”? 
Do JWs have true autonomy in making decisions? There is considerable documentation that JWs can be subject to psychological coercion, as shown in Part 1. If we suspect that a patient may be under such coercive persuasion, should we ignore this possibility and simply comply with his or her request? I argue that such an attitude borders on patient abandonment under the guise of pseudo-autonomy.

DOES CONSULTATION WITH CHURCH (WTS) OFFICIALS PROMOTE PATIENT AUTONOMY? 
It is common for JWs and treating physicians to consult with church officials and members of their hospital liaison committee for guidance on the blood doctrine, as to what is prohibited and what is allowed. Such consultation is recommended by well-established guidelines for blood transfusion. By obtaining such help can the physician become biased in favour of the doctrine and make the decision based more on WTS policy than protection of the patient’s health and life? How can such consultation promote patient autonomy when organisational rules make the position of the committee non-negotiable, so that the patient must always refuse blood and the physician must always treat without blood?

The decisions of a physician which is based solely on information provided by the church becomes ethically questionable when there are serious questions about the ethics of the church itself. In many reported cases the elders of the church organisation applied pressure to a patient to conform to its blood policy, often causing reversal of an earlier patient decision. Can we take the patient’s decision after consultation with such an “advisor” as being autonomous, given the information-control and coercive practices of this religion?

CAN RATIONAL DELIBERATION CHANGE A PATIENT’S VIEW? 
There are anecdotal reports of individuals who made confused decisions and changed their minds after discussion with medical professionals. Not all persons who belong to a religious organisation conform to its doctrines. If JWs always acted identically, their wishes, beliefs and answers would all be known from doctrines and official publications, and there would be no need for deliberation. Yet many decisions made by physicians caring for JW patients are simply cut-and-dried. Most physicians spend little time inquiring about the patient’s decision and the circumstances under which he made it. However, individuals vary in commitment to and interpretation of WTS policy. Certain treatments may be acceptable to one JW but not to another. Some JWs may show ambivalence or even willingness to be forced to receive blood-based treatment as long as it is officially noted as contrary to their wishes. Some JWs are willing to receive blood under the condition of complete confidentiality. Such cases show that failure to explore individual JWs’ views may cause physicians to let JWs die unjustifiably, whereas rational deliberation on an individual basis can save lives.

CAN IRREVOCABLE LOSS OF LIFE BE JUSTIFIED, BASED ON THE INCONSTANT DOCTRINAL SYSTEM OF JWS? 
Although the basic blood doctrine has been in place for 40 years, details have undergone many
modifications, as shown in Part 1. There have been several doctrinal reversals on life-saving medical treatments such as organ transplants, vaccination and allowance of certain blood components. Should physicians ignore this potentially unstable ground and stand idly by while a patient dies?

PHYSICIANS MAY INADVERTENTLY PROMOTE IRRATIONALITY AND UNETHICAL PRACTICES BY GIVING UNQUESTIONING SUPPORT TO JW PATIENTS' DECISIONS

Respecting patients’ decisions and supporting their beliefs when these manifest inconsistent reasoning are two different things. By cooperating with a JW’s request for heroic effort, do “sympathetic doctors” inadvertently advance the church’s cause, which may involve practices morally repugnant to most physicians? Physicians tend to confine themselves to a narrow role, staying within the framework of patient autonomy and religious freedom. However, this passivity or one-sided effort to accommodate “no-blood” treatment, has further “standardised” the treatment of JWs with little regard for the ethical question of the patient’s decision-making process.

Some physicians feel that the some of the expensive alternative, intense and high-technological treatments could be allocated more efficiently. For them, allocation of limited health care resources is as important an ethical principle as are autonomy and religious freedom.

3. A suggested approach to JW patients based on rational non-interventional paternalism

To lessen the ethical dilemmas, I suggest an approach using principles of rational non-interventional paternalism. Before discussing this approach I should emphasise that this type of ethical deliberation is necessary only when there is no reasonable alternative to blood-based treatment, or when so-called “no-blood” treatment would incur significantly higher risk and cost.

EMERGENCY CASES

For obvious reasons the deliberative approach cannot be used in emergencies. In these cases automatic acceptance of printed instructions on the so-called “blood card” most JWs carry is potentially dangerous and may violate the rights of JWs who are ambivalent or who have recently changed their belief. There are anecdotal cases of invalid “blood cards”, which are used as a form of advance directive. Particularly important is the card’s date. A card with no date or an old date should not be automatically accepted since former members and current members who are considering leaving the organisation may carry outdated cards. Some JWs are under extreme pressure to carry a card even though they disagree with the policy. A former JW might continue to carry a blood card for the sake of peace with a JW spouse, considering the strife it would cause if the believing mate discovered the true views of the dissident mate.

On the other hand, emergency conditions do not allow physicians to verify “blood card” status or discuss the patient’s conviction. It is this author’s opinion that if there is any doubt about the patient’s wishes the physician should first take whatever steps are necessary to stabilize and remove the patient from immediate danger of death or severe disability until a court ruling or other independent assessment of the applicability of the card can be obtained. This view is also supported by others. In a Canadian court case, a doctor was found guilty of battery when he treated with blood transfusions an emergency patient who carried an undated and unwitnessed card. This ruling was criticised by the medical community in Canada.

In the United States, the validity of a “blood card” was discounted in the case of an incompetent patient. In another the court ordered a transfusion for a comatose patient despite the card. Similar court rulings involving incompetent JW patients under emergency conditions have been reported. Despite assurance from WTS officials that a physician is absolved from legal and ethical responsibility for withholding blood transfusions, wrongful death suits were brought against physicians by the families of JWs who died after they refused blood transfusions. One may view this situation from the perspective that if we can be sued either for treating or not treating with blood, we would rather it be for saving the patient’s life.

STABLE CASES

In the case of stable patients requiring elective transfusions, I propose that each physician first validate the patient’s status as a JW. In one case a woman was presented as “a fervent JW” by her JW mother but her status was later officially denied by the WTS. This shows that we have reason not to accept at face value the word of anyone other than the patient regarding his or her status as a JW, particularly family and friends. After the status is confirmed with a competent patient, I propose that each physician have a confidential meeting with the patient about informed refusal of blood products. A most important condition of this discussion would be an atmosphere in which the
patient could feel free from influence by church officials or peers, including family members. Just as the physician does not intervene in a family and church-based discussion, so it is important that the physician himself be able to speak with the patient without influence by others.

As mentioned before, a number of case reports exist in which a patient's initial decision was reversed to conform to WTS policy after church officials visited the patient. Therefore, it is recommended that consultation with church officials be made only when requested by the patient, and only when he is free from outside pressure and has normal mental status. The consultation should be limited to the information needed for immediate patient care. Otherwise, such consultation would complicate the doctor-patient relationship and invade the privacy of doctor-patient decision making, allowing further outside intervention. A private meeting between only the physician and the patient is preferred.

In this meeting the prognosis of each scenario should be explicitly discussed. This should include not only the possibility of death, but prolonged disability and suffering along with a burden on the family and society. The WTS has repeatedly emphasised that death due to lack of blood transfusions is nothing compared to the eternal life they can obtain by refusing blood. But JW's have given little consideration to the prolonged suffering and disability that can result.

QUESTIONS THAT MAY BE ASKED
The physician can then ask several questions about the basis for the refusal of blood. If the physician is versed with the appropriate Bible passages, he may discuss the difficulties with WTS Bible interpretation. Although JW's may be generally prepared to answer a few common questions, they invariably are unaware of the fundamental contradictions as pointed out in Part 1. Physicians who are not interested in Bible discussion may still pose many questions regarding the irrationalities of the doctrine. The following three points give examples that might be presented to the patient in a non-coercive fashion. A small brochure has been prepared to assist physicians and could be used in this session. 10

Since initiating such an approach may come across to the JW patient as a frontal assault on his belief system, it would be appropriate to preface the discussion with some introductory remarks, such as:

"I respect sincerely your concern for conscience and your desire to do what is right according to your belief. And I hope you will believe me when I say that I am also guided by my conscience and a concern to do what is right based on what I believe. There are certain things that are worth dying for. At the same time I want to feel assured that a patient has considered matters with full information and is satisfied that his or her decision has a solid and stable foundation. It would help me feel more free from concern in my effort to preserve your health if I could hear your thoughts on certain points that, at least to me, seem difficult to reconcile."

Then the following questions may be introduced:
1. "I am concerned by my knowledge that there have been a number of significant changes in related understandings by the WTS. Probably you know that vaccination and organ transplants were for some time ruled unacceptable and morally wrong. These are now considered acceptable. But I think you would agree that the previous rulings may have had some quite serious effects - illness, disability, even death - while they were in force. It would seem that a person would want to consider what the future might yet bring in further changes of viewpoint. If holding to some present policy were to result in disability or even death in your own case, and that policy were reversed next year or some years from now, do you feel that such loss would have been worthwhile and justified? I understand these changes are viewed as 'new light' and I wonder if you have given any thought to the possibility of 'new light' on any of the policies regarding blood?"

2. [The physician mentions different blood components and asks if the JW patient knows which are allowed and which are prohibited. Many would not know. The division of acceptable and non-acceptable components could then be stated and then the physician asks:] "Could you clarify for me why immunoglobulins, albumin and clotting factors may be accepted but plasma must not be accepted, when plasma is basically the combination of water plus those acceptable components? I read the WTS explanation that 'abstaining from blood means not taking it into our bodies at all'. Could you help me understand how it is that many components of blood are allowed to be taken into the body, some of which require the storing of very large amounts of blood to extract the specific blood components involved? Could you show me anything in the Bible that actually discusses such matters as acceptance or non-acceptance of specific blood components? Since this is not directly considered in the Bible, is it not a case of an organi-
sational policy involved rather than actual biblical teaching? If that is so, and since there is certainly no scientific basis for such policy, have you considered the possibility that the component you are refusing now could later be determined by the WTS as acceptable, perhaps even in the near future?"

3. "I think you recognize that blood transfusions are nowhere specifically discussed in the Bible, although it does say we should abstain from eating blood. Do you think eating blood and blood transfusions are the same? Do you know what happens if you eat blood? It will be digested and broken down to small molecules and no longer function as blood. By contrast, if the blood is introduced into your blood stream, it will continue to function as blood and carry oxygen. Therefore, eating and transfusion have an entirely different effect on your body. Red blood cells are a type of organ that carries oxygen, and blood transfusions are a transplantation of this cellular organ into the blood stream. The transplanted blood cells function as blood cells, and are not digested and absorbed as nutrients. Therefore blood transfusion is a form of organ transplant. I understand the WTS considers organ transplants a matter of conscience and that they may be accepted, am I correct? If I told you that you should abstain from meat because you have a heart disease due to high cholesterol, do you think I would have meant to abstain from heart transplants? Just like the difference between eating and transplanting an organ, there is a complete difference in effect on your body between eating and transfusing blood."

Additional points of contradiction and irrationality may be discussed at the physician's discretion. Sample questions are presented in the appendix to this paper. In discussing those questions, I suggest the following three precautions be carefully heeded.

First, this discussion should be held when there is no imminent danger to the patient's life, and he or she is neither in any great distress nor has impaired mental status. Otherwise, the physician's attitude may be viewed by JWs as coercive and abusive of his authority.

Second, the patient should be assured from the outset that doctor-patient confidentiality will be strictly observed and whatever decision the patient makes in this meeting and thereafter will not be made known to the family or congregation members. Again, integrity with regard to basic principles of medical ethics and patient confidentiality is crucial because of the existence of medical personnel informants among JW peers, and the patient should be reassured that special care will be taken in his or her case.

Third, I suggest not debating any religious convictions, such as the nature of God, the doctrine of the end of the world, moral conduct and so forth, that are beyond what is necessary for the immediate treatment. The physician should keep uppermost in mind that these questions are to give the patient different perspectives from what he has been taught by the WTS, and to draw the patient into rational thinking with correct information.

Note the crucial difference between classic paternalism and this new approach of rational non-interventional paternalism. It is not the purpose of the meeting to win an argument with the patient, using the physician's authority. A peaceful and rational discussion, avoiding argument, followed by suggestion that the patient think about the questions before giving a final decision should be most effective. Then the final decision made by the patient must be fully respected.

4. Discussion
To my knowledge this is the first article in medical literature that addresses the need of physicians to understand and deal with the fundamental problems of the JW blood doctrine. Traditionally most physicians are uncertain of their obligation to educate patients about the doctrine itself, because such activity may be viewed as invading the patient's religious freedom. Physicians often feel that they must unquestionably comply when any demands or refusal of certain treatment from the patient is framed as religious.

Such "passive" support in the medical community, with little critical evaluation of the religious practice itself, has created in many parts of the world an atmosphere of automatically accepting the martyrish request of JW patients that physicians make heroic efforts, which may involve greater risks and costs. A physician's alternatives are to transfer patients to a "sympathetic doctor" or let them die due to lack of any other alternatives. In this and the companion paper, I suggest that physicians should reconsider the "status quo" of "passive support" by carefully evaluating dissident views and critical information, and thereby take a more active role by exploring patients' decision making in rational and intelligent discussion.

Some may argue that these questions make a value judgment of religious beliefs under the guise of medical discussion, and that this should be beyond the scope of the doctor-patient relationship. Another argument would be that posing those questions is manipulative towards the
patient’s religious faith. However, a WTS lawyer blamed physicians who transfused a JW patient for not exploring the patient’s value system and religious conviction.31 This indicates that at least some JWs would welcome such discussion. The purpose of asking pointed questions is to separate out the JWs who might reconsider the doctrine once they are presented with viewpoints they had never considered. These are not questions of whether their faith itself is true or false; rather, they concern the facts and rationality on which the blood doctrine is supposed to be based.

**Hypothetical religion**

To illustrate the difference, consider a hypothetical religion whose leader is believed to be the reincarnation of Jesus. Questioning a member as to whether the leader is truly the reincarnation of Jesus would be a direct challenge to the faith itself; questioning if he knows the facts about the leader’s immoral behavior which are not disclosed to the followers may give him new information. Continuing to believe the leader is the reincarnation of Jesus after learning of his immoral behavior is irrational, but still can be held as “truth” by some followers. Others may reevaluate their belief system in light of the new information, and abandon the irrationality.

Another argument would be that “no-blood” treatment is beneficial in most cases, and that the physician’s focus on the blood doctrine may bias him away from such safer treatment. As stated previously, I do not suggest that this proposed approach is necessary when a “no-blood” option is readily available for the treatment of a particular JW patient, without significantly greater risks and costs. However, at the present time, there are still many medical and surgical conditions which can be treated only with blood products, or which can be treated without blood products but only with expensive, risky and high-technological interventions that put the patient, the physician and the hospital in jeopardy.

What would be accomplished by this type of discussion? Because it is non-interventional, the final outcome will be up to individual JW patients. In reality, I do not expect any significant number of JWs will easily change their stance after one or two private meetings with a physician. However, in view of emerging developments taking place in this religion, as more adherents are given a chance to review their religion objectively, I expect that some JWs will be impacted by this approach and will avoid unnecessary death and disability.

Aside from the lives saved by reevaluation of the blood doctrine, this approach will also fulfill the moral obligation of physicians, whose values should be as much respected as the patient’s. Savulescu1 argued that medicine should have a commitment to some value. Automatic acceptence of religious policy that contradicts a physician’s values, particularly if that policy is based on irrationality and unethical practices, should be challenged. Savulescu wrote that, while attempting to convince a patient that he is wrong in choosing some course may threaten his autonomy, using rational argument will enable a patient to act and choose more autonomously. In order to have rational discussion with a JW patient, both the use of misinformation and contradictions inherent in the blood doctrine need to be presented and corrected. Provided with new perspectives, the patient’s choice will become more spontaneous, and more expression of his autonomy.

While this author uses the case of JW refusal of blood transfusions to propose an approach using rational non-interventional paternalism, the same approach can be applied to any authoritarian religious groups that control the information its members receive, or coerce by intimidation and promote irrational beliefs and practices in medical care. These ethical dilemmas are not experienced with members of more traditional religions. In his rebuttal to articles that discussed a JW patient who did not make an autonomous decision, a JW physician stated that “adherents of all religions do not make free, autonomous decisions of conscience because of what their church teaches.” This generalisation ignores the fact that only those members of “high-control” religious groups, such as the JWs, experience much intimidation and coercion to accept misinformation. While we value patient autonomy regardless of religious affiliation, I propose that misinformation and coercion under the guise of pseudo-autonomy should be challenged by each medical professional.

**Appendix**

The following additional questions can be used in the private meeting with JW patients.

1. If storing your own blood for an autologous transfusion is wrong, why does the WTS permit the use of various blood components that must be donated and stored before being used by JWs? Why can JWs accept those blood components and benefit from the blood that others donate, but will not donate blood themselves? Would giving blood to help save others’ lives, including the lives of your spiritual brothers and sisters (other JWs), be the loving and Christian thing to do?
2. Have you ever seen the WTS publications discuss the fact that the only effective life-saving treatment for rapid and massive haemorrhage is emergency blood transfusions? [The answer should be no.] Why does the WTS need to keep such critical information from being made known to JWs, and why does it always emphasise the negative aspects of blood-based treatment?

3. I understand that JWs believe blood should not be eaten because it is sacred as it symbolises life. Then could you help me understand how the symbol could be of greater value than the reality it symbolises? When there is a massive and rapid haemorrhage and blood transfusion is the only life-saving measure, is it a contradiction in itself to let a person die by placing more importance upon the symbol than the reality which it symbolises?

Author’s note
At the proof stage, an important development in the blood policy of Jehovah’s Witnesses was revealed in the Internet. In an agreement at the European Commission of Human Rights (http://194.250.50.201/eng/28626.28.html) between the Watch Tower Society and the government of Bulgaria, the society claimed that the members now have “free choice” to receive blood “without any control or sanction”. As of July 1998, there is obvious confusion among the members; some view this as change in policy, whereas the society denies such. It is unclear how this denial could reconcile with the above public agreement.
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